MY20 Wayfinder

DESIGNED FOR THE ROAD AHEAD
At New Age Caravans we have always been future focused. We started life back in 2004 as New Age Frames and Designs with a view to providing the industry with a higher standard of structural framing and CNC fabricated componentry.

Four years later we then switched our focus to building our own caravans and 2008 New Age Caravans was born. With a strong desire to bring something better to the market, we built caravans that were credited with revolutionising the Australian caravan industry. Instead of sticking with the wooden and rustic interiors built by other caravan manufacturers, we designed caravans with modern, apartment style interiors. Our innovative designs were an overwhelming success and caused other manufacturers to follow our lead. Since then we’ve grown into a multi-award winning brand synonymous with quality and innovation.

Finding new and better ways to do things is in our company DNA and, not surprisingly, it’s what caused the Walkinshaw Automotive Group to take an interest in us. The Walkinshaw Automotive Group was founded by motorsport legend Tom Walkinshaw, a man renowned not just for his prowess in F1, Le Mans Prototypes, British Touring Cars and Australian Supercars, but also for creating Australia’s iconic and only surviving automotive brand HSV.

The Walkinshaw Automotive Group was looking to bring its innovative design and engineering expertise to the caravan and RV market, and in 2019 it decided to purchase New Age Caravans. Needless to say, it has taken our design and engineering capabilities to a whole new level. Through Walkinshaw we now have access to facilities, technology and expertise that are unmatched in the caravan industry.

Featuring a Walkinshaw designed and engineered chassis and a myriad of specially designed parts unique to New Age, our brand new Wayfinder camper is just the beginning of what’s to come. With the new Walkinshaw influence New Age caravans is perfectly positioned to make the future of caravanning more exciting and rewarding than ever before.
Like $500 cash in your pocket? Tell your friends how much you love New Age Caravans and if they purchase one you’ll receive $500! So spread the word and encourage your friends to experience all that this great country has to offer.

The New Age Tribe, previously known as the Owners Club, was started in 2014 by passionate New Age caravan customers. The purpose was to have like-minded owners meet to pass on valuable knowledge about their caravanning travels and experiences around this wonderful country.

Why choose New Age Caravans?

Since our integration with Walkinshaw Automotive Group we have access to engineering, design and technology expertise that is unmatched in the caravan industry.

We have a nationwide dealership and service network to service all your caravan needs. We are proudly Australian made.

Our highly skilled workforce has been designing and manufacturing caravans since 2008. We are committed to innovation and created the modern apartment style aesthetic that is now the standard across the caravan industry.

The New Age Tribe, previously known as the Owners Club, was started in 2014 by passionate New Age caravan customers. The purpose was to have like-minded owners meet to pass on valuable knowledge about their caravanning travels and experiences around this wonderful country.

Travel with peace of mind knowing that New Age Assist is here to help. Flat tyre? Locked out of your van? Broken down? Need technical advice or general assistance? If you’re a New Age Assist member, we’re here to help.

Our caravans are covered by a 3 year bumper to hitch manufacturer’s warranty.

*Please visit newagecaravans.com.au for full warranty terms.

Making Australia’s cutting-edge camper range even better.

The MY20 Wayfinder brings a fresh update to our innovative camper range. Layouts have been refined and cabinetry space has been re-designed for better storage. The new MY20 Wayfinder also features a new electrical looming system with less cables running through the wall panels making cable access much easier. A new and improved ABS moulding at the front of the Wayfinder saves weight so you can bring more with you on your trips away.

The upgrade packs have also been overhauled. Designed to help deliver a more affordable pack to suit your travel needs, you can now choose from a Wayfinder Comfort, Comfort Plus, Adventurer or Adventurer Plus pack.
**Key features**

**Comfort Pack**
- Walkinshaw engineered chassis (hot dip galvanized)
- Slipper spring suspension
- 1-piece flooring
- 1 x 80L water tank
- 1 x 9kg gas bottle
- 15” tyres and wheels
- 50mm ball hitch
- Manual winch roof lifting system
- Three burner cooktop with sink
- 93L 3-way fridge
- 1 x 100A AGM battery
- BP35M battery management system
- Raptor Spray coating – front, back and sides
- U Lounge (12ft model only)
- Café dinette seating

**Comfort Plus Pack**
- Includes all features in the comfort pack
- BMPRO SwayControl
- 1 x 150W Solar
- 24” Smart TV & DVD player
- 2 x 80L water tank
- 2 x 9kg gas bottle
- Microwave
- External picnic table

**Adventurer pack**
- Walkinshaw engineered chassis (hot dip galvanized)
- Cruisemaster suspension
- 1-piece flooring
- 1 x 80L water tank
- 1 x 9kg gas bottle
- 16” tyres and wheels
- Three burner cooktop with sink
- 93L 3-way fridge
- 1 x 100A AGM battery
- BP35M battery management system
- Raptor Spray coating – front, back and sides

**Adventurer plus pack**
- Includes all the features in the Adventurer pack
- BMPRO SwayControl
- 1 x 150W solar
- Box awning
- External shower
- 24” Smart TV and DVD player
- Transfloor X flooring underlay
- 2 x 80L water tank
- 2 x 9kg gas bottle
- External picnic table
- Microwave

Wayfinder 12ft. Sleeps up to five.

Wayfinder 13ft. Sleeps two.